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In 1516 an anonymous artist, probably from Hans Baldung's Strasbourg workshop, 
produced a woodcut which gave expression to that close association betweenwitchcratt 
and female sexuality forged by Baldung and his fellow artists in the early years of the 
sixteenth century (fig. 3 .1). It was an image that came to represent witchcratt to a broad 
public more than any other and would continue to influence artists throughout the 
century. This rather crude woodcut of a group of three women positioned around a 
belching cauldron in a site strewn with bones and overseen by a male figure in a tree was 
first published by the Strasbourg printer , Johann Griininger. Groninger used it in both 
eclitions ofthe 1509 sermons ofthe Strasbourg cathedral preacher Geiler ofKaysersberg, 
collected by the Franciscan Johann Pauli and published under the title Die Em-eis (T7Je 
Ants) in 1516 and 15171 Griininger chose the woodcut again a few years later in his 
1519 eclition of Hieronymus Braunschweig's Book ofDistillation, this time to illustrate 
the relationship between melancholy and witchcraft. 2 And when Johann's son, 
Bartholomaus Griininger, wished to illustrate a group ofstories about magic and sorcery 
in what was to become one ofthe most popular German works of tile sixteenth century, a 
collection of moral tales written by Johann Pauli and published under the title of Schimpf 
und Ernst (Humou1· and Serioumess), Bartholomaus again made use of the woodcut. He 
included it in both the illustrated Strasbourg eclitions of 1533 and 1538, even though 
the woodcut had no relationship to the stories in the text. 3 By the time Matthias Apiarius 
included it in his 1542 and 1543 Bern eclitions of HumourandSerioltmess; the woodcut 
had become one of the most widely recognized in1ages of witchcratt among the Gennan 
book-buying public. 

The woodcut accompanied one of Geiler's sennons on the illusions or fantasies of 
witchcraft and specifically illustrated the story found immediately below the woodcm in 
the text. This told of a Wild Ride by the woman shown seated on the stool in the 
woodcms Geiler's text was actually based on a story from an earlier fifteenth-century 
collection, The Ant Colony, by the Dominican theologian Johann Nider.6 Accorcling to 
both Geiler and Nider this woman was deluded and had attempted to prove to a priest 
that she really could travel out at night with her fellow witches. The story tells how she 
clid this . When night carne she sat astride a kneading trough which had been placed on a 
bench, smeared herself with oil, uttered tile appropriate words and fell into a trance. 
Then, the text informs us, she imagined that she was travelling and felt so much pleasure 
that she 'thrashed around with her arms and legs'. H er actions were so violent that the 
trough fell off the bench, and she fell down and injured her head. 

The artist has incorporated the stool found in a number of images of witchcraft and 
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Figure 3.1 Baldung workshop (?) , Three Female Witches 011 a Night Ride, woodcut, in Johann 
Geiler ofKaysersberg, Die Emeis, Strasbourg: Johann Groninger, 1517, fo!. 37". HAB, 
Wolfenblittel [457.2 Theo!. 20 (5»). 

the Wild Ride in this period (figs 2.1, 3.1, 3.2, and 4.14) as the bench on which the 
woman rides her kneading trough. Her frenzied movements are represented by the 
blurred linework between thigh and arm, while the manner in which her dress is hi.tched 
up to her thighs is strongly suggestive that this is a se}':ual ride. The artist seems to have 
picked up the suggestions of masturbation in the text, which plays on sexual ionuendo to 
describe the delusions of a woman who thinks she is night riding, but has actually fallen 
into a trance. The word used to communicate her inlagination or illusion, wont (from 
wiilmelz, Wahn), seems also to allude to her ecstasy or pleasure (from wolmen, Wonne). 
This is supported by the description mat the inner pleasure she felt (,het semliche Freud 
inwenclig') resulted in a frenetic thrashing of her arms and legs. In Nider's original story 
a similar allusion is made, by claiming that the woman's trance or dream originated with 
the lady Venus? 

There is no way of knowing the basis for the particular choice of words by Johann 
Pauli for the activity of witches in sennons he had heard about eight years earlier. They 
mal' have been based on his notes, but they mal' also have been influenced by the close 
relationship bet\veen \vitchcraft and sexuality which had been so otten clisplayed in the 
visual representations produced by his fellow Strasbourg resident, Hans Baldung Grim, 
over those years. The woodcutter, however, seems to have taken up and expanded 
Baldung's particular emphasis. The ride of the central woman is one in which she is phys
ically and symbolically linked "vith tWO other women who accompany her. These women 
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are naked and hold up vessels that allude both to the flaming vessels ofVenus and the 
cauldrons ofwitchcraft. The composition has clearly been influenced by Baldung's work, 
but it is now adapted to the Geiler/ Pauli narrative . Even the strange banner held by the 
woman on the kneading trough serves to corroborate the sexual nature ofher 'vVild Ride. 
A codpiece or pair ofhose tied to it merge with the wings of a bird-like demon. 8 Similar 
banners with codpieces feature in one of Peter Flotner's satirical attacks on the Roman 
church's processions a few years later.9 Both probably allude to 'the struggle over the 
pants' and 'the stealing of the codpiece ' , common metaphors in early sixteenth-century 
Germany for gender conflict. The theme is well illustrated in an engraving by Israhel van 
Meckenem, for instance, which also features a bird-demon similar to that in the 1516 
woodcut. 1o A woman holding a distaff is shown preventing a man from picking up a 
codpiece from the ground by grasping his wrist and stepping on his foot. Her distaff is 
raised as though in victory and her hair streams out behind her, while the young man's 
skirt divides to reveal his genitals . And in a 1533 woodcut by Erhard Schon, The Prize of 
the De-vout Woman, a woman is depicted driving her man forward as a beast of burden 
after she has robbed him of his sword, purse and codpiece - the accoutrements of his 
male power. 11 Just as these printS represent statements about the appropriation ofsexual 
dominance by women, the raising of the pants provides a similar statement about the 
dangers of female sexuality. Witchcraft in these images represents an attempt by women 
to free themselves from male mastery and to appropriate the sexual power on which that 
mastery rests. 

The main purpose ofGeiler's sermon was to demonstrate that the claims ofwitchcraft 
were nothing but diabolical illusion and delusion. For this reason he added to the story 
of the woman's night ride the better-known story of a Wild Ride from the life of St 
Germain. 12 The artist incorporated the theme of diabolical illusion by creating what is 
almost a frame for the central composition . As I discuss in Chapter 8, the male figure up 
the tree \vith the crutch was probably an allusion to Saturn, the god-planet identified 
with the Saturnine or melancholic temperament and known as providing entry for 
diabolical fantasies into the human imagination. This Saturn figure served to present the 
scene as the product ofdiabolical fantasy. And for those who could read Geiler's text, the 
theme ofdelusion would have sounded loud and clear: after referring to diabolical delu
sion in the St Germain story, Geiler goes on to tell ofthe diabolical delusions in the trans

formation of the Trojan war hero Diomedes and his comrades into swans, a story taken 
from Augustine's The City of God. 13 

My interest in this chapter is not the artist's framing of the central scene, but the 
central scene itself. The group of three women gathered around a number ofcauldrons
an image that clearly derived from Baldung but achieved widest circulation in this form 
soon acquired iconic status as a visual code for \vitchcraft. This is clear in the adoption of 
key elements from the scene once the woodblock stopped being used by printers after 
the early 1540s. A woodcut clearly modelled on it appeared as a titlepage in three publi
cations later in the cenrury: in a news·sheet of 1571 written by a Catholic priest, 
Reinhard Lutz, from the town of SClestat in Alsace; in a new German translation of 
Molitor's work by Conrad Lautenbach , published in Strasbourg in 1575; and in a short 
treatise by Paulus Frisius, The De-vi/'s Hoodn,ink, published in Frankfurt in 1583 (fig. 
3.2 ). 1< The central scene of the woodcut in Frisius' work, which features a clothed 
woman on a stool in a site strewn with bones, demonstrates an obvious link \vith the 
Geiler woodcut of 1516, even if one of the vessels has been brought to ground and 
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Figure 3.2 Witches around a Ca"ldron, tidepage woodcut., in Paulus Frisius, DejJTe"ffiis Nebelkappm, 
Frankfurt a.M.: Wendel Humm, 1583. HAB, Wolfenbiittel [A: 243.9 Quod.). 

operates more conventionally like a cauldron . The reptile head suggests a horrible brew 
is being cooked up and is to include something from the mouth ofthe dead child . Unlike 
the linked hands of the women in the 1516 woodcut, the clothed woman points to the 
cauldron, making it the focal point of the scene. And the bird·demon overhead has been 
excised, creating space for the image ofa naked witch riding a goat through the sky, and 
holding its horn in the manner of the early images ofDtirer and Altdorfer (figs 1.12 and 
1.13 ). The figure in the tree has also lost his crutch now, suggesting that the very partic· 
ular iconographical meanings of the original have been lost on this later artist. 
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A third version of the same subject, but with imponant iconographical variations, 
served as the titlepage woodcut to part one of the second German edition of Johann 
Weyer's 07, the Tricks ofDem OIH (De Praestigiis Daemonum), published in Frankfurt in 
1566 and translated by Johann Fuglinus .(fig. 4 .15) .15 The woodcut was then included in 
the German uanslations of 1575 and 1586. In 1582 it was again used as a titlepage, this 
time in a pamphlet published in Frankfurt by the Marburg lawyer Abrahanl Saur, which 
told of the execution of a woman convicted oh\~tchcraft in Marburg in the same year 
(fig. 3.3)16 In this version the belching cauldron sits on a fire, stirred by an older witch 
with sagging breasts. The narrative links to Geiler's story have largely disappeared, 
creating a more generalized image of witchcraft. The clothed night-rider has become 
naked, now largely indistinguishable from her companion, her banner reduced to a 
cooking stick. She looks om at tlle \~ewer to emphasize the print's moral and didactic 
purpose. Only a bonnet and scarf sumve, traces of her role in the earlier narrative; even 
the stool has been turned at an angle, so as to lose its earlier visual prominence and 
connection to the night ride . The \\~tch riding tlle goat has now been foregrounded and 
is more closely integrated into the image; while the removal of the hand gesture by the 
male in tlle tree reduces him to little more than a decorative feature, used to create 
compositional balance. 

The various pots or vessels in the different versions and copies of this frequently repro
duced image constitute the central element in one of the dominant visual codes created 
for witchcraft in the sixteenth century: a group ofwomen shown gathered around a caul
dron. As we have already seen in Chapter 1, the cauldron first achieved prominence in 
the Molitor woodcut series, which Baldung so successfully adapted in his programmatic 
woodcut of 15 10. The question I want to pursue in this chapter is how and why the caul
dron achieved such popularity and longevity in witchcraft representation through the 
rest of the sixteenth century. My suggestion is that, while drawing on a range of mean
ings from different cultural practices and discourses, the cauldron primarily served to 
identif)' the witch as female . It linked witchcraft to the female roles associated with the 
hearth, the preparation and distribution offood, the more general nurturing of society. 
And since food exchange was commonly associated with se)."Ual exchange in visual 
culrure, the cauldron of\\~tchcraft could also be linked to vessels that served as symbols 
for the seething carnality and sexual power ofwomen's bodies - to the flaming torches of 
Venus, for instance, or to the chaotic power locked in Pandora's box . Artists adopted the 
cauldron as a key element in the visual coding of\vitchcraft, I argue, both to create a link. 
between \vitchcraft and female labour and to emphasize the relationship between witch
craft and the carnal lust ofwomen's bodies. This chapter aims to explore how such asso
ciations were established through a range of images and media. 

The cauldron, as a sign of the physically destructive activity of witchcraft and the 
moraUy destructive seduction of sexuality, was graphically represented by two images 
and their accompanying verses in DJe Exorcism ofFools (Nar1'enbeschweerUtlg) , a work of 
the pre- Reformation pamphleteer, Thomas Mumer. 17 Mumer was a Franciscan theolo
gian and a prominent member of that group of lay and clerical reformers in Suasbourg 
who argued for the need of moral reform throughout German societies in tlle three 
decades before the Reformation of the 1520s. DJe Exorcism of Fools picked up on the 
themes of DJe Ship ofFools, a far more famous work first published in 1494 by Murner's 
colleague and Strasbourg secretary, Sebastian Brant. Brant had drawn notice to the 
fundamental moral and spirirual crisis in his society and used the traditional figure of the 
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Figure 3.3 Witches aroulld a Cauld''011, titlepage woodcut, in Abraham Saur, Ein. kurtze treuwe 
Wa rnung Anuige "nd Ullderricht, Frankfurt a.M.: Christoph Rab, 1582. Courtesy of 
the Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library. 

carnival fool to communicate me moral disorder he identified as its roOt cause . Murner 
argued in tum that the folly Brant identified was synonymous \vitl1 sin and had to be 
consciously eradicated from his society. Many of the woodcuts from the first edition of 
Mumer's work, published in Strasbourg in 1512, were sin1ply reproductions of those in 
Brant's work of 1494. 

In the second edition of The Exorcism of Fools, however, published in Strasbourg in 
1518, me 1512 woodcuts for chapters 46 CEin hagel sieden' - 'On cooking up a hail
storm') and 47 ('Das hefelin zu seuen' - 'On putting the cauldron on the fire') - were 
replaced by images drawing on the new iconography of witchcraft and far more closely 
related to the content of Mumer's text. IS Chapter 46 now included a woodcut ofan old 
witch in a fool's cap stirring a cauldron on a fire, the purpose ofwhich was the hailstorm 
shown breaking above (fig. 3.4). The text described me revenge harboured by these 
women who destroy \\~ne, corn and fruit, and their blindness to the tricks of the devil, 
who allows them to imagine that the destruction is the result of their own power. 19 The 
very next chapter, however, pro~ded a quite different meaning for 'putting the cauldron 
on tl1e fire'. The woodcut depicted a younger woman, but in similar dress and fool's cap, 
before a similar cauldron; and opposite her a young male fool, legs apart, arms raised and 
shoulders thrown back, as mough to accentuate the artist's suggestion of an erection 
(fig. 3.5) . The woodcut was clearly the artist's representation ofMurner's text: 'when the 
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Figure 3.4 A Woman in a Fool's Cap Cooking up Figure 3.5 A Woman in a Fool's Cap Setting a. 
a Hailstorm, woodcut, in Thomas Cauldron Ott the Fire, woodcut, in 
Murner, Narrmbescinvee-rung, Str.IS Thomas Murner, Narrmbesch
bourg: Johannes Knobloch, 1518, wurung, Srrasbourg: Johannes 
fol. M2'. Permission The British Knobloch, 1518, fol. M3v

. Permis
Library, London. sion The British Library, London. 

pot is on the fire, sleep becomes scarce; then there is no respite nor rest, and one only 
attends to the pot boiling on the fire.'20 The analogies Mumer was drawing on were well 
known from contemporary discourse: those bound and chained by the bonds of Venus 
are transfonned into fools who become slaves to their brutish senses.21 The cauldron 
alluded to the desires of sexuality, desires stimulated by women to bring about the 
subjection or subordination of men. 

It was these two different, yet related, meanings of the cauldron, as physically destruc
tive and sexually emasculating that many early si:'(teenth-century images of witchcrafr 
drew on. While it has been commonplace for historians to associate cauldrons with the 
activity of the Sabbath, at which witches produced poisons to wreak desauction on their 
communities, such a reading restricts the cultural meanings of the cauldron to those 
provided by learned demonologists. Artists drew on a much broader range of symbolic 
meaning and association. Murner's image, for instance, probably alluded to contempo
rary use of the German word for pot or cauldron, Hafen or Hafe/in, for the vagina. T3e 
association was not just limited to language, but also related to communal practices. On 
the feast ofSt. John in southern Gennany, for instance, unmarried women would hang from 
the eaves oftheir houses smalJ pots filled with rose petals, with a burning candle inside. The 
POt symbolized the vagina and so the hanging of these pots at mid-summer marked a 
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Figur~ 3_6 Sebald Beham, Two Fools, c. 1536-40, engraving. From TIB, vol. 15, p . 112, fig. 213-1 
(206). 

woman's sexual fertility and availability22 It is not surprising, therefore, that the pot, vase 
or vessel was frequently used pictorially to represent female sexuality, most graphically 
and obviously so in a small engraving of Two Fools by Sebald Beham, in which a phallic 
stick held by the male fool is matched by the vessel held by the female (fig. 3.6),23 

Mumer's cauldron might also have been read as an allusion to Pandora's box, a vessel 
which, when opened, revealed the evil lusts ofwomen - a theme revived with the publi
cation of Erasmus' Adages in 1508 and then \videly used by Murner's fellow moralists 
and playwrights in the early sixteenth century.u Until the powerful rendition ofthe story 
in a drawing of c. 1536 by Giovanni Battista eli Jacopo, better known as Rosso 
Fiorentino, the 'box' was usually represented as a vase or jar. In Rosso Fiorentino's 
drawing, the evils released from the box held by the elegant and half naked figure of the 
goddess Pandora, represented the seven deadly sins in graphic human fonn. 25 But by the 
1540s, amongst Gennan writers such as Leonard Culman, Philipp Melanchthon and 
Hans Sachs, the evils released upon humanity from the box or 'vessel' were identified 
\vith the vice of lust or, even more specifically, with female lust.26 'Where the servants of 
Venus gather together', says Satan in one of Culman's plays, 'there the box is 
accepted,.27 Certainly by the time that the third and fourth editions of Mumer's Ex01'
cism ofFools were published by Georg Wickram in Strasbourg in 1556 and 1558, \vith the 
same woodcuts accompanying chapters 46 and 47 as in 1518, the link between the 
belching cauldron of ",ritchcrafr and the flaming torches ofVenus would have been well 
established . The cauldron had served to identify the witch as a figure who threatened not 
only human production and reproduction by unleashing desauctive forces upon the world 
of nature; she also threatened the moral and social order by stoking the fires oflust. 

Associations between the cauldron, Pandora's box, Venus' torch and the female 
bodies of witches were first suggested, as we have seen, by Hans Baldung Grien. In the 
Albertina dra\ving of 1514 (fig. 1.2), billows of smoke from both the cauldron and a 
flaming vessel work together with the movement of the witches' hair to communicate a 
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sense of the trance-like nature of the women's experience. In the Louvre drawing of the 
same year (fig. 1.3), fiery vapours of smoke escape from the lower body of one of the 
women; while in a copy of this drawing by Urs Graf (fig. 3.7), the vessel representing the 
cauldron seems to be heated by these vapours. And like the older woman in Baldung's 
1510 woodcut who lights her torch from the genitals of the goat (fig. 1.1), thjs woman 
lights a taper from the gaseous fire that emanates from her own body. In this way magical 
powers are closely linked to the body; and widely held views concerning the power of 
women's wombs and genitals are given novel and graphic expression.28 

Another representation of witches' bodies as cauldrons is found in an anonymous 
drawing ofl514 clearly influenced by Baldung (fig. 3.8).29 In this witches' meeting, the 
fiery gas or smoke that shrouds much of the scene originates from the lower bodies of 
two of the witches. Together with the unruly, flying hair and the trumpet blown to warn 
of in1mllent conilict, the gas belching from the women's bodies conveys a sense of 
terrible power and in1pending destruction. The cauldron has been virtUally replaced by 
gaseous female bodies, and the focal point has become the riding \vitch, borne up on the 
turbulent movement below. The drawing underlines the view that it was the female 
bodies that gave these women their power and propelled them through the air on their 
cooking sticks or goats. And the fact that at least three other copies of this scene have 
survived suggests that such ideas aroused considerable contemporary interest in the early 
sixteenth century.3D 

The medieval legend ofVIrgil, the Roman poet and also magician or necromancer who 
became infatuated with a Roman emperor's daughter, provides one of the most important 
links between depictions of \vitches' cauldrons and of female bodies inflamed with sexual 
desire 31 The legend was well known by the late Middle Ages and was also frequently illus
trated. It told how the emperor's daughter tricked and ridiculed the poet, and then how he 
exacted a humiliating revenge. First the woman agreed that VIrgil could visit her and at 
night she pulled him up to her window in a basket; but then she left him suspended half 
way up the wall, where he became an object of public ridicule for the people below. This 
scene was frequently depicted from the fourteenth century, and came to be linked with 
other images illustrating 'the power ofwomen' - as seen in the left hand border ofthe title
page woodcut ofa 1531 edition ofBoccaccio's Genealogy ofthe Gods (fig. 3.9).32 From the 
late fifteenth century, artiSts also began to focus on the woman's duplicity and the revenge 
VIrgil exacted as punishment for her deceit. By virtUe of his legendary magical powers 
VIrgil had all the fires in the city of Rome extinguished, except the fire in the young 
woman's vagina. She was consequently forced to expose herselfin tlle marketplace, so that 
all the inhabitants of Rome could come to her and light their individual torches, for the 
torches could not be lit from each other. This terrible event was usually depicted as an 
experience of deep shame for the woman 33 But when Urs Graf illustrated the scene in 
1519, he established a new interpretation for sixteenth -century artists: the woman now 
became a prostitute, her sexual lust signified by her loose £lying hair and the fiery smoke 
belching from her lower body, as she bared her genitals to the crowds below. And the 
scene became immensely popular. Grars version featured in six different printed editions 
over a dozen years; and a copy of it, as represented in the 1531 Bocaccio titlepage (fig. 
3.9), appeared at least 10 times in the same period34 For VIrgil's story represented the 
powers women were understood to have over men by virtue oftheir sex<lal seduction; and 
it ofrered a perfect analogue to contemporary images of witches as women driven by the 
flames of their lust. Graf had ofcourse learnt to depict "'~tches in this way when he copied 
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Figure 3.7 Urs Graf, copy of Hans Baldung Grien, A Gro"p of Witches, c. 1514, pen and ink, 
heightened \\~th white on green-tinted paper. Albertina, Vienna 

Baldung's Louvre drawing in 1514 (fig. 3.7). He embraced Baldung's meaning that 
witchcraft was not lirllited to physical destruction and spiritual apostasy; at its core was the 
sex<lal seduction of women's bodies. 

The sexual power latent within the body of the witch was given extraordinary expres
sion in the most sexually explicit of Baldung's works: a chiaroscuro dra\\IDg of 1515 
usually entitled Witch and DI-agon (fig. 3.10)35 Although the precise details of inter
course between witch and dragon remain unclear, there is little doubt Baldung is 
alluding to cunnilingus. It has been claimed that the dragon is releasing a fiery jet into 
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Figure 3.8 After Hans Baldung Grien, A Group ofFive Witches and their Fiery Vapour, 1514, pen 
drawing on grey-tinted paper, heightened with white. Previously Comtesse Bchague, 
Paris; now privately owned. From Carl Koch, Die Zeichnungen Hans Baldung ONem, 
Berlin: Deutscher Verein fur Kunstwissenschaft, 1941, fig. AI7. 

the woman's vagina. But the witch's pose and the action of the puno holding open the 
jaws of the lolling dragon, suggest that the woman is the protagonist, firing a jet of gas 
into the beast's mouth, which then billows out of its tail. She is in the dominant sexual 
position, her hips swivelling in tandem with her downward thrust ofa vine-like rope into 
the ear-like orifice of the dragon's tail. Baldung is playing with the ambiguities ofbod'iy 
orifices and vapours. Devils were ofcourse known to act both as male incubi and female 
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Figure 3.9 The Power of WOIllCll, titlepage woodcut, in Giovanni Boccaccio, De fa gtfnealogie des 
die"-",, Paris: Philippe Ie Noir, 153 L The Bodleian Library, University of Oxford, 
Douce 5s.453. 

succubi, and in that way gained the capacity to sexually engage both genders. By associa
tion, witches were also sexually ambivalent. While they were female, they were also 
masters of their own sexuality, appropriating masculine roles and agency to themselves. 
Baldung's drawing is a pornographic representation of the diabolical and bestial basis of 
witchcraft, and his depiction ofseJl:ual intercourse and exchange underlines the centrality 
of the body of the witch. 

Such drawings clearly need to be related to the new market for erotica in the sixteenth 
century.36 As with other genre scenes such as those of the bathhouse, for instance, scenes 
of witchcraft responded to male fascination with female sensuality, and in particular, a 
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Fig:,,! 3.10 Hans Baldung Grien, Witch and Drago,:, 1515, pen drawing on brown-tinted paper, 
heightened \\~th white. Staatliche Kunsthal!e Karlsruhe. 

sensuality free of male authority. Baldung created such a scene in a 1514 chiaroscuro 
drawing of three witches, which has survived in a workshop copy (fig. 3.11).37 The 
inscription indicates this was a New Year's card, although the intended recipients are 
unknown . Traditionally it was thought they were clerics, the 'Corcapen' a reference to 

canons of an ecclesiastical chapter. But the grammar of the inscription has always been 
puzzling, and a recent reading suggests it was more likely to be a private card, addressed 
to a woman with the dog-Latin nickname, 'the heart capturerdB ''Vitchcraft has been 
reduced here to a representation of female bodies. The wild hair of the women clearly 
identifies them as witches, as does the flaming vessel, which links them to the fiery lusts of 
Venus. There are no signs of malefice; and even Baldung's forest settings have been 
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Figure 3.11 Hans Baldung Grien (copy», 771ree Witches, 1514, pen dra~ng on red-brown tinted 
paper, heightened ~th white . Albertina, Vienna. 

abandoned, with only the hint ofa pitched roof. There is just an entanglement of female 
bodies and limbs, a wild and erotic display. The unnaturally high angle of the right leg of 
the woman holding the fiery vessel, resting on the hip ofher older companion, inevitably 
draws the viewer's attention to both their genitals, as does her shielding hand. She is key 
player in the artist's game of hide and seek. The woman below them, crouched on hands 
and legs, displays her genitals in more seductive fashion: she spreads her legs and locks 
them in her upside down gaze, drawing in the viewer's gaze with hers . If Baldung's 
figure was meant to allude to the German proverb that when one looks through one's 
legs one sees the devil , he has cleverly turned the meaning around, so as also to include 
the gaze of the seduced viewer. 39 
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Witchcraft as a power linked to the sexed bodies offemale witches also finds expression 
in Baldung's only pand painting devoted to the subject, The Weather Witches of 1523 
(fig. 3.12).40 As in almost all of Baldung's witch images, female bodies dominatc the 
canvas. They are identified as the sourc~ ofdisorder in nature by Baldung's depiction of 
the hair which flies Out in contradictory directions, fanned by the sulphurous clouds that 
presumably result from the women's evil. But flying hair, as we have already seen, 
commonly represents the unbridled lust of women. This is reinforced by the standing 
woman's cross-legged stance, a common visual cue for immorality in the sixteenth 
century4! The fiery torch in this image is the cauldron. It dispels its vapours into the red 
and sulphur yellow of the turbulent sky, held up by a putto who possibly represents a 
demonic offspring. Baldung uses this cupid-like figure to uncover the seated woman's 
genitals , at the same moment as she uncovers, ever so furtively, the presence of the 
goar.42 Again sexuality and the devil are identified as the sources of these women's 
power. But the devil is largely a shrouded presence, as the partially revealed goat and also 
as a small demon held captive in the flask held up by the seated woman. 43 It is the suong 
and assertive poses of these women, the eroticism of their bodies, directed out to the 
viewer, which convey the centrality of sexual desire and seduction in Baldung's percep 
tion of witchcraft. And this is echoed by the flaming torch and the \viId environment of 
billowing sulphurous clouds. 

Flaming vessels and bodies are also prominent in other drawings clearly influenced by 
Baldung. There is a pen and ink sketch from the early 1520s, in which an older naked 
witch, identifiable by her \viId hair, cooking stick and flaming vessel, approaches a young 
and beautiful woman reclining on a couch in the manner ofa Venus or one of Cranach's 
reclining nymphs (fig. 3.13).-H The reclining woman may be a \vitch, but she may also be 
the potential victim. In a chiaroscuro dra\ving by the Monogrammist HF, another 
contemporary artist influenced by Baldung and who is probably Hans Frank of Basel, a 
more unusual cauldron appears (fig. 3.14) .45 Here it is made ofStraw, and, as Linda Hults 
has suggested, looks like the end ofan inverted distaff. The flames spewing from the straw 
cauldron could be another allusion to Venus' torch; but here they are also linked to phys
ical death and destruction, signified by the human skull held up for display by the \vitch 
lying on the ground. The physical destruction wrought by witchcraft is graphically 
embodied in the emaciated figure ofthe standing witch with distended breasts and a child 
tied to her back by her hair. This figure may have been inspired by Baldung's image of 
Atropos, one ofthe three fates in his woodcut ofl513, about to cut the thread of life (fig. 
5.2). She is clearly menopausal, a representation of anti-nurture, bearing what is presum
ably a dead child. Below her are the others who cross the borders ofthe living and the dead 
through their rituals of necromantic \vitchcraft, two of them already in a trance on the 
ground surrounded by thc paraphernalia oftheir craft, the mirror, brush, spindle and a pan 
with the markings of a magic circle, all clearly coded female. They extend the image of 
tangled female bodies and poses, limbs, breasts and buttocks, all ungainly and contorted, 
with the feet wrapped awkwardly and unnaturally around the horizontal cooking stick. But 
it is the witches' hair with its fantastic highlights that breaks the smooth contours of these 
bodies and links thcm not only to each other, but also to the straw, flames, frizzy goat and 
skull, by means ofendlessly gyrating curls and whirls . These are wild bodies, uncontrolled, 
destructive and bestial, as are the acts of witchcraft. 

Some fundamental features of this ncw visual language of \vitchcraft, developed by 
Baldung, Altdorfer, DUrer, Graf and Hans Frank, had taken clear shape by the third 
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Figure 3.12 Hans Baldung Grien, The Wenrber Witches, 1523, panel painting. Scadelsches Kunst
inscicuc, Frankfurt a.M. Photo: Ursula Edelmann. 
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Figure 3.13 Reciim'''8 Woma" ApP"oncheri bya.n Old Witch, c. 1520, pen drawing. Kunsrsamm
Jungen der Veste Coburg. 

Fig,.,,'e 3.14 MOllogrammist H F (Hans Frank') , Four Witches, 1515, pen drawing on grey, tinted 
paper, heightened \\ ith white . Kupfe rstichkabinett, Berlin . © Bildarchiv Preussische r 
Kulturbcsiu , Berli n, 2007 . 
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decade of the sixteenth century. They were established first among a narrow artistic elite 
who had access to the drawings discussed above; and they had also begun to circulate 
more widely among a book-buying and book-reading public for whom woodblocks were 
produced and printS recycled in various editions of popular works such as Geiler's 
sermons or Pauli's book of popular tales. One widely accepted visual code was the caul
dron , around which groups ofwomen would gather. Closely related was the cooking 
stick, the instrument used by women to assist them in the preparation and distribution 
of food and drink. And then there was wild hair, that disruptive, disconcerting part of 
the witch ' s body which connected her to the wild and to the bestial, which linked her 
body to the fiery torch and belching cauldron , and which hinted at the turbulent 
gaseous state beneath the smooth surfaces ofher skin. The argument of this chapter has 
been that the keen interest in witchcraft by visual artists, in the first halfof the sixteenth 
century at least , rested on a fascination with the sexual and nurturing qualities of 
women's bodies. These bodies were imaged as seething cauldrons with the power both 
to sustain life and to wreak terrible destruction; they were bodies that could arouse 
desire as they could bring spiritual death. It would be quite limiting to see them simply, 
or even primarily, as instilling fear;46 they were meant to stimulate fascination and 
wonder, as well as attraction and desire. While there is little doubt that their primary 
imagined viewer was figured as male, we cannot exclude consideration of the responses 
offemale viewers to such scenes, as the new reading ofBaldung's 1514 New Year's card 
(fig. 3.11) suggests we need to do. Witchcraft became a significant imaginative site in 
which different fantasies about the social power and especially the sexual power of 
women's bodies could be explored . 

Such exploration is evident in a number of prints that are ofren described as scenes of 
witchcraft, although such a designation is quite uncertain , Durer's 1497 engraving, enti
tled either The FOUl' Witches or Fou,' Naked Women (fig , 3,15), is primarily an image of 
interaction between women's bodies, a presentation of secret women's business; bur 
precisely what kind of business remains far from clear!? The key may well be tl1e myste
rious Ierters 'O,G,H-', inscribed on a sphere that hangs from the ceiling together with 
the year of the print's composition_Most scholars have recognized the presence ofevil in 
this gathering of naked women, and many, from as early as Joachim von Sandrart in 
1675, have identified the scene as one ofwi-rchcrafr. The skull and bone positioned at the 
women's feet warns of evil, sin, destruction and death, and the monstrous devil 
surrounded by flames and smoke in the doorway at Iefr, underscores this reading. But the 
evil relates to the women's bodies. The screening effect of their backs and the unex 
pected positioning of their hands imply some kind ofsexual intimacy; and the upturned 
eyes of the: woman on the right suggest sexual arousal. If the scene is indeed one of 
witchcraft, it is witchcraft figured as sexual transgression. Durer's print clearly struck a 
chord amongst contemporary artists, for it was copied four times within the next few 
years 4 S The brothers Sebald and Barthel Beham also reworked it in more explicitly erotic 
fash ion in an engraving, Death and the Three Nude Women (fig. 3.16)-,9 Here the figure 
of Death caresses the hair of a voluptuous woman, while the hand of her companion 
reaches our to her genitals. Hands and arms create an erotic fluidity and charge between 
the four figures, and the foot ofthe central woman resting on a skull conveys the sense of 
foreboding and evil. Another Nuremberg engraver, Ludwig Krug, also tOok up the 
theme , if not composition, in his Two Nude Women (fig, 3.17),50 The curious inter
locking of tl1e women's arms in this print makes it clear that the subject is one of sexual 
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Figure 3.15 Albrecht DUrer, The Four Wirches, 1497, engraving. Melbourne, National Gallery of 
Victoria, Felton Bequest, 1956. 

transgression, while an hourglass has been added to the skull to emphasize the mortality 
and vanity of the sensible world as well as the spiritual death which it brings. 

Visual evidence ofa broad social acceptance of the association between witchcraft and 
the sexuality of women's bodies in the first half of the sixteenth century appears in a 
carnival image which has gone unnoticed by historians. It occurs in one of the so-called 
Schemban books, hand-wrirten and illustrated records of the Nuremberg Schemban or 
pre-Lemen carnival, which included a procession through the streets of the city with 
dancers, runners, mummers and a central float called a Holle (hell). In one of these 
picture books from the mid-sixteenth century there is an illustration of the float that 
featured in the procession of 1520 (fig. 3 .18)SI In the float, described as 'a summer 
house', are four figures. A fool wearing a red, yellow and blue costume, and recognizable 
by the bell on his cap and his bauble seems about to strike a Turk dressed in a red 
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Figure 3.16 Barthel Bcham, Death and the Three Nude Women, engraving, c. 1525-7. British 

Museum, London. © Copyright the Trustc.:s ofThe British Museum. 


costume and white turban. At the other end ofthe float is a raging green bear-like figure, 
clearly a devil; and in the middle a naked woman, immediately recognizable as a witch by 
her wild hair and cooking stick. We simply do not know whether the image was a fu.ithful 
depiction of the original costumes worn by the mununers, and any such speculation is 
complicated by the fact that the textual description of the contents of the summerhouse 
varies from manuscript to manuscript. But in a number ofsixteenth-century illustrations 
the woman appears naked. In one case she is even depicted with longer hair and has her 
arms outstretched rather than holding a cooking stick; and in another she is very similar 
to the witch in fig. 3.18 S1 Given that the earliest dating for these manuscripts is 1539, 
the year the Scht:mhIJn was permanently banned in the city, the figures may well repre
sent backward projections of how the witch was thought to have appeared. Even so, it 
remains significant that from approximately mid-century, artists who had to imagine a 
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Fig .. re 3.17 Ludwig Krug, T.,o Nude Wometl, engraving, c. 1510. From TIE, voJ. 13, p. 309, fig. 
11 (541). 

witch figure participating in the public performances of the Nuremberg carnival some 
20, 30 or 40 years earlier, would have prodllCed a figure remarkably similar to the 
witches of Hans Baldung Grien and his fellow artists from early in the cenrnry. 

VVhiJe such figures with their cooking sticks and cauldrons quickly transformed the 
earlier iconography of sorcery in the first half of the sixteenth century, it would be quite 
misleading to suggest that their adoption was universal. Indi.vidual sorcerers, clothed, 
often old, identified only by gesrnres ofconjuration, continued to be produced. This was 
especially so for woodcut illustrations in printed books, the meclium that achieved the 
greatest circulation through European societies. These older images were often simply 
moclified so as to register the new language of witchcraft. The figure of the devil was 
introduced , for instance, as we have seen in the case ofSchaufelein's 15ll woodcut (fig. 
2.1), in order to stress the diabolical origin of the witch ' s power. Or alternatively, a visual 
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cue such as the cauldron was inserted in order to ensure that the viewers identified the 
scene as one of \vitchcraft. I have alread), presented a graphic example of this technique: 
the insertion of a cauldron and storm in an image of milk stealing in Geiler of 
Kaysersberg's TbeAms(fig. 2.10) . In the last section ofthis chapter I want to introduce a 
number of other examples of this technique, in order to demonstrate the extent to which 
the cauldron became central to the visual language ofwitchcraft in the sixteenth century. 

The most widely disseminated image of witchcraft in the first half of the sixteenth 
century, as far as I've been able to gauge, was a woodcut by the Augsburg artiSt Jorg Breu 
the Elder, which largely ignored the new iconography developed by Baldung and others 
early in the cenrnry (fig. 3.19).53 It was published for the first time in 1534 by the 
Augsburg press of Heinrich Steiner, in a work ofJohann von Schwarzenberg, .Mcmo17:al 
der Tugend (Mem olJl Prompts to Vinue). Steiner used the image over and over again. 
After the first use in 1534, he repeated it in the 1535 and 1540 eclitions of the Memol,,)' 
Prompts to VirtueS' In 1534 he also used it - without the accompanying verses - in the 
fmt Augsburg eclition of Humour and Scn:ousnesJ, Pauli's extremely popular collection 
of moral tales, and he repeated it in the 1535, 1536 and 1537 eclitionsS5 In 1537 and 
1544 he reproduced it in a third work, the German translation ofPolydore Vergil's De 
1"/:1"11111 invent01"ibus (On the l1~vmtor.< ofTIling.,). 56 The woodcut would have represented 
one of the most common ways witchcraft was imagined by a German readership in the 
first half of the sixteenth century. 

Memory Prompts to Virtue was a kind of popular guide for the moral life, which 
provided numerous exunpla ofvirtue from classical history and the Christian scriptures, 
collections of advice for the different estates and professions, and warnings about partic
ular forms ofbehaviour. It was directed to a broad auclience and took the unique form of 
a picture book with short, and often closely integrated, te:>..u. It drew on the broader 
cliscourse of virtUe and vice to which Vmtler's work was a contribution in the fifteenth 
cenrnry, and which had been reworked by moralizing humanists such as Sebastian Brant 
at the turn of the sixteenth century, and those associated with the Reformation move
ment in the 1520s and 1530s. Schwarzenberg himself is likely to have exercised consid
erable influence over the contents of the woodcuts, as well as having written the text. In 
his preface he referred to his work as a series of'Gedenkzettel' or 'memory prompts' to 

virtue: an art of remembering virtUe and vice analogous to the arts taught at school; a 
series ofstories, images and verses which tell of the praise of God and the shame of evil. 
He even expressed the \vish that these stories could be painted and written on c1otl1 
hangings and walls, so as the better to be made visible as a permanent memorial. 51 Curi
ously, Schwarzenberg' s wish was partly realized . Many of the images from the fresco 
cycle painted on the walls of the Vim town hall by the artist Martin Schaffner in about 
1540, were based on woodcuts from the MemolJ' Prompts to VirtU.,SB 

Breu's woodcll[ depicted healing by sorcery, and together with its accompanying 
verses contributed to Schwarzen berg's warnings about different vices. In the foreground 
[wo forms of healing become explicable with the help of the text above. On the left 
beneath a tree is a solclier, decked out in armour, helmet, sword and stirrups, bent over 
on the ground and charming a wound sustained by his horse. His words printed above 
make this clear: 'My word is embellished with holiness, so that your wound will neither 
hurt nor give you pain.'59 On the right, a woman with hair flying out \vildly behind her 
charms the pain from the head of a man with the following words: 'Truly believe, my 
word is a magic spell; so do I alleviate you ofthe pain in your head . ,60 But Breu also drew 
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Figure 3.18 S1t1l11nerhoure with Dt:Tlil, Witch, Turk atld Fool (1520 Schembart carnival float ), 
manuscript illustration, mid-16th century Schm.banbttch. Stadtbibliothek 
Nutemberg, MS Nor. K 444, fo!. 63'. 

on a number ofvisual cues to communicate the fundamentally evil nature of these acts. 
The female figure'S gesture of conjuration would have immediately identified her as a 
sorcerer;61 but her flying hair, enmeshed \vith the figure of a demon, would have left no 
doubt that this sorcery was being presented as an act of diabolical witchcraft. Further
more, in order that viewers harboured absolutely no doubt as to the nature of 
Schwarzenberg's warning, Breu introduced another visual cue : on the top of the hill in 
the background he insened a \vitch brewing up a hailstorm with her cauldron. 

The insertion ofa visual cue ofcauldron and storm into a traditional image ofsorcery 
testifies to the imponance of clearly identifYing the content of this woodcut as witch
craft . For the primary aim was to communicate to the viewer that not just evil charms, 
but all forms of magic, including those that make use ofChristian words and are directed 
to good ends, are to be condemned as witchcraft . This was also the function ofthe verses 
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Figltre 3.19 J6rg Breu the Elder, H ealing by Sorcery is au Unchristian and Dia.bolical Practice, 
woodcut, in Johann von Schwarzenberg, Das Buchle Memorial das ist eill 
angediinckung der Tugent, Augsbutg; Heinrich Steiner, 1535, foJ. 124'. RAE , 
Wolfenburtel [12 Ethica fo!. (1)]. 

below, which were only included with the woodcut in the editions of M emory Prompts to 
Virt,u. The text acts as a kind of frame for the visual scene and alludes to contemporary 
Reformation discourse about 'the Word' . It leaves no doubt that both forms ofhealing 
are to be condemned as ungodly, even if it continues to differentiate between practices 
wh.ich make use of Christian words and those which operate with magical spells: 'Who
ever believes in magic and sorcery/ he will be deprived of God's grace;/ Place no trust 
even in good words/ which are put to unchristian use.' This second couplet no doubt 
refers to the charm of the male soldier, which he says is 'embellished \vith holiness '. His 
are the 'good words' put to unchristian use; while the charm of the female healer is 
described above as words with magical power ('Caracter' ), evil words. Ifone uses either 
for unchristian ends, the text continues, it is to be condemned; for it provides an 
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Figure 3.20 	Matthias Gerung, I71c Th,-ee-fold Idola,ry of the Roman Church, woodcut, c. 1550. 
From Strauss, vol. 1, p. 311. 

opponunity for the devil's mischief, from which serious sin and punishment must follow. 
The witch, cauldron and storm on the hill underscore this meaning. 

A witch and cauldron also appear as a visual cue for witchcraft in a woodcut produced 
as part of Reformation polemic in about 1550, T71C Three-Jold Idolat1')' of the Roman 
Church, by the south German artist Matthias Gerung (fig. 3.20). The woodcut was one 
of a series of allegorical images that served as counterparts to a series illustrating the text 
of the Book of Revclations. Both woodcut series were created between 1544 and 1558 
for a German translation of a commentary on Revelations by the reformed preacher of 
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Figure 3.21 	 Matrhias Gerung, Il,e Three-foLd Idolan)' of the R oman Church, woodcut, detail, c. 
1550. From Strauss, vol. 1, p. 311. 

Berne, Sebastian Meyer.62 This complex woodcut displays three forms of contemporary 
idolatry in order to demonstrate how the Roman church is nothing more than godless 
superstition. In the left foreground a group of peasants and burghers worship a three
headed beast that represents the foily, avarice and arrogance ofthe church. On the right a 
group of nobles and monks surround a naked, hoofed and winged female figure \vith 
long hair, who would seem to embody a combination of Fortune, Pmu Welt - a late 
medieval symbol of the carnal world - and Heresy. A large purse hangs from her neck 
and she stands on what looks like an altar, while offering a crown and money to her 
worshippers below. In the centre a group largely made up of clergy demonstrate their 
allegiance \vith an oath to a macabre , semi-naked, scare-crow figure of an old man, 
whose one arnl is a dried tree branch and the other a combination of dagger, arrow and 
flaming torch . 

As Petra Roettig has argued, this gruesome central figure seems to represent a combi
nation of the ancient planetary gods Saturn and Mars, and the Canaanite god Moloch. 
All three were associated with different forms ofviolence; and in the background Gerung 
depicts such violence as a contemporary consequence of the idolatry in the foreground. 
On the right, for instance, Turkish soldiers pursue members of the imperial and papal 
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armies; and a city is under siege. On the left two men lead a peasant to prison, another 
stabs a victim and an executioner breaks a criminal on the wheel. In the deep left back· 
ground (fig. 3.21), a woman kneels before a cauldron on a flaming fire, in wnich one can 
see a skull; and beside her on the ground are human limbs she is cooking up. The caul
dron in this case specifically emphasizes the physical violence ofwitchcraft : it suggests the 
dismembennent ofhuman bodies and possibly acts ofcannibalism - themes which, as we 
shall see in Chapter 8, only gained prominence in the second half of the sixteenth 
century. Although witchcraft is not a central theme in Gerung's polemic, it is significant 
that in presenting a catalogue of contemporary violence, the artist should include the 
violence ofwitchcraft. And the most recognizable visual code for \vitchcraft is a spewing 
cauldron. 

A third example of the inclusion of a witches' cauldron into an image not dealing 
specifically \vith witchcraft occurs in the titlepage woodcut ofa so-called devil book, Der 
Zauber Te/~ffel (The Magic Devif), written by the Lutheran lecrurer at the Marburg 
Paedagogium, Ludwig Milich, and published in Frankfun by Sigmund Feyerabend and 
Simon Huter (fig. 3.22). The first edition ofl563 was printed by Hans Lechler in Frank
furt without a titlepage woodcut; but the later editions of 1564, 1565 and 1566 printed 
by Hans' brother and successor, Marrin Lechler, did include it.63 'Devil books' were a 
new literary genre which became extremely popular with Protestant readers in the 
second half of the sixteenth cenrury. They moralized and personalized vices such as 
swearing, drinking and dancing by associating them \vith particular devils dedicated to 
the promotion of these vices and in this way encouraged an increasingly demonized 
understanding of the early Protestant world. The first of such works appeared in 1552 
and, by the end of the 15805,29 first edition devil books and numerous reprints meant 
that approximately 200,000 volumes were circulating among a Gennan reading public. 
Frankfurt was the most prolific centre for the publication of this literarure and Sigmund 
Feyerabend, the publisher of the The Magic Devil, was closely involved with the most 
significant publication of this kind, a collection ofthe 20 most popular devil books under 
the title of TheatTltm Diabolorll1n, which first appeared in 1569 and then in expanded 
editions in 1575 and 1587/88.64 

In the titlepage woodcut to The Magic Devil, the artist has clearly attempted to give 
expression to the work's overriding concern to condeITUl all fonns of magic as diabolical 
- sorcery, divination, charming, conjuration, witchcraft and so on. The central figure is a 
rirual magician who stands \vithin a circle replete \vith all kinds of magical and astrolog
ical symbols and signs. His dress marks him out as a man ofsome substance and probably 
also ofeducation, so that he takes on a Faust·like appearance. But he holds no book. In 
his left hand is a magic wand, in his right a phial containing a devil, the so-called 'glass 
devil' that features in Baldung's painting of 1523 (fig. 3.12). On the edge of the magic 
circle is a satyr-like devil the magician has conjured. But in order to represent the necro
mancer's activiry as nothing more than diabolically produced folly, the artist has intro
duced an iconographical motif borrowed from a woodcut frequently attributed to 
Durer. In the collection of moral exempla called Der Ritter vom Turn (The Knight of 
Turn), a German translation of a fourteenth-century work by Geoffroy Chevalier de La 
Tour Landry published in Basel in 1493, the publisher Johann Bergmann von Olpe 
included a woodcut of a vain young woman looking into a mirror while combing her 
hair. 6s In order to make a visual statement about the diabolical narure of vanity, the artist 
had depicted the mirror not \vith the face of the young woman looking into it, but \vith a 
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Figure 3.22 Learned Magic and Witchcraft as Diabolical Am, titlepage woodcut, in Ludwig 
Milich, Der Zauber Tettffel. Dar i.rt Von Zauberti, Warragung, Beschwehrtn, Segtn, 
Aberglaubtn, He ...,erey, und mancherley Wtrcken des Tenfds ... Btricht, Frankfurt a.M.: 
Sigmund Feyerabend and Simon Hilter, 1564. Stadt- und Universitatsbibliothek, 
Frankfurt a.M. 

reflected image of the arse ofthe devil, who stands behind her poking out his tongue and 
spreading his buttocks to reveal his anus. 

In The Magic Devil woodcut the artist has used the same visual cue. However, the 
devil's arse in the mirror is not a reflected reality, unless it involves some kind of magical 
magnification of the hindquarters ofthe devil in the urine glass. More likely, it represents 
a visual commentary on the magical arts as no more than the shit and piss ofthe devil, the 
illusion and vanity ofknowledge and power. And as though to ram home his point, the 
artist also figures learned magic as equivalent to witchcraft. Bettind him on the right is a 
female figure hunched over a belching cauldron, stirring it, cooking up a cataclysmic 
stonn of hail and Lightning. The storm dominates the background and creates an atmo
sphere of turbulent movement. It contrasts with the ritual magic in the foreground, but 
embroils the magician in its energy. Witch and cauldron have transformed the refine
ment and learning of the rirual magician into a practitioner ofdiabolical witchcraft. 

In a fundamental way this crude woodcut gives expression to the process by which the 
cauldron was exploited by artists in the sixteenth century to figure witchcraft as female. 
For while the witch figure in the woodcut is clearly a devil \vith horns and tail , it is also an 
indisputably female body and conforms to contemporary associations between female 
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bodies and cauldrons. The fillly clothed male magician, assuming the authoritative 
stance of the physician, magistrate, judge or schoolmaster, with wand in one hand and 
phial in the other, protected by the knowledge of magical signs and talismans which he 
has inscribed in his circle on the grouncj ,. is represented as a figure tricked by the devil and 
his own delusions of power. The image -of witchcraft, however, is that ofa naked, female 
body, hunched over a seething cauldron, engaged in feverish physical activity with her 
cooking stick, at once elemental and also very destructive. The synergy between naked 
female body and cauldron is an expression of those complex associations explored by 
artists from the early years ofthe sixteenth century and accepted by this time as one ofthe 
most widely adopted visual codes for witchcraft. Another fimdamental visual code devel
oped for witchcraft in the early sixteenth century was tha t of the riding woman; and it is 
to that subject that I now turn in the following chapter. 
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WILD RIDERS, POPULAR 

FOLKLORE AND MORAL 


DISORDER 


Lucas Cranach, the prolific court painter to the Elector of Saxony from 1505, wealthy 
vVittenberg apothecary and town councillor, champion of Luther's Reformation and 
leading German artist ofthe first half of the sixteenth century, created a remarkable series 
of four paintings on the subject of melancholy between 1528 and 1533.1 Melancholy 
was a lively topic within the intellectual discourse of the sixteenth century, and not !cast 
among artistic circles. The nature and effects of melancholy had been subjects of 
ongoing interest in philosophical, medical and theological writings during the Middle 
Ages and received even greater attention from humanist and Neoplatonist scholars from 
the late fifteenth century. Visual artists also played a significant role in elaborating ideas 
concerning the relationship of temperaments such as the melancholic, to human behav
iour and social organization2 Cranach's novel approach to melancholy was to link it to 
the delusions ofwitchcraft, and through that association to explore fantasies about sexu
ality and moral disorder in his society. He did this primarily by introducing a cavalcade of 
wild ..",itch riders into his iconography. In the process he helped underpin the erotically 
inflected language of witchcraft that he learnt from his fellow German and Swiss artists 
earlier in the century, and expanded it to incorporate themes, ideas and allusions origi
nally derived from popular folklore, from recent literary topoi and even from Reforma
tion propaganda. Cranach's four paintings provide us with fascinating insight into the 
way some visual artists were able to link witchcraft to other contemporary discourses and 
thereby make it more credible and topical for their society. In the follo\ving chapter I 
want to explore Cranach's paintings and other images from the first half of the sv.:teenth 
century to help clarify one of the key questions of the new visual language of witchcraft: 
how did the figure of the riding witch achieve such long-lasting success as one of the key 
visual codes for the representation ofwitchcraft>3 

In all four of his paintings Cranach depicted melancholy as a seated female figure 
shown sharpening or peeling a stick, and surrounded - in three of the four cases - by 
objects traditionally associated with the melancholic (figs 4.1-4.7).4 A key point ofrefer
ence was Durer's engraving ofmore than a decade earlier, his master engraving of 1514 
simply entitled Melencolia r. 5 Cranach's sphere, the putti, the sleeping dog, the chisel, 
the compass, and the \vinged figure of Melancholy, all allude to Diller's work. But 
Cranach clearly rejected Durer's very positive attitude towards the creative power of 
melancholy. By locating Durer's elements within a rural environment ofmountain crags 
and a thick cloud populated by a cavalcade of riders on a variety of wild beasts, he effec
tively linked melancholy to dark forces within the human psyche. These wild and mostly 
naked figures represent the imaginative phantasms and human desires created by a 
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Representation'; Roller, Der Niirnberger Schembartlalt!, pp. 132-3; Sumberg, The 

Nu,remberg Schembart Carni'Pal, pp, 169-70, 


52 	 See Stadtbibliothek, Nuremberg, Nor. K 551 for the first case; Amb. 54, 20
, fol. 239' for the 


second, In a number ofother manuscripts there is reference to several women who are called 

'alte Trutten', evil female spirits or witches offolklore; and also to their weddings with devils_ 

The latter seems to be the subject of the illustration in manuscripts Gs,2196 Hs,-5664, fol. 

60' of the GNM, Nuremberg, which depicts four fools, two devils, a monk and a Woman 
clothed, but with a low bodice - surrounded by festive bunting; and of Cgm 2083 of the 

BSB, Munich, in which devils and women are shown embracing, Similar scenes are found in 

other manuscripts from the sixteenth century, For an extensive (yet flawed) listing ofmanu

scripts , see Roller, Nurnberger Schembartlau!, pp, 193-200; Kuster, Spectaml"m_ 


53 	 Das Btlchle Memorial, Augsburg: Heinrich Steiner, 1534, fols 96--7,124', For the following, 

including further references, see Zika, "'Magie"-"Zauberei"-UHexerei"', pp, 370-77; 

Gose, Reformatiomdrucke, pp, 188-9, no, 426, 


54 	At folio 124', as in the 1534 edition, A reproduction in Schade, Schadenzauber, p, 37, fig, 11 

is incorrectiy labelled 1531 and 1535; it is actually a reproduction of the 1534 edition which 

displays minor orthographic differences to the later editions_ I have not found a 1531 

edition, 


55 	 The 1534 Humour and Se-riousnerr edition is dated 17 November and therefore just post

dates Memory Prompts to Virtue, published on 20 January 1534, In all four editions of 

Humo"r and Seriousness it is located at fol. 28'_ Steiner finally replaced it in the 1542 

Augsburg edition of Humour and Seriousness (and again in 1544 and 1546) with a Petrarca 

Meister woodcut (fig , 6,5 )_ 


56 	Vergil, Von den erfynde-m der dyngen, Augsburg: Heinrich Steiner, 1537, fo!' 29'; 1544, fol. 
27', The employment of the woodcut in the 1537 edition represents a loose relationship 
between image and text, It prefaces a chapter on the origins of the 'Zauberische kunst 
Magica ' , and of the use ofexorcisms and conjurations in the healing of illnesses (book 1, ch_ 
22), It argues that the magical arts derive from medicine, provides a genealogy beginning 
with Zoroaster and including Circe and Solomon, and concludes that we ought to follow the 
advice of priests and drive evil spirits from the body with holy words, which are much more 
powerful against the devil than magical arts, However in the 1544 edition, the Breu woodcut 
is now placed at the head of book 1, ch, 23, which is concerned with divination by necro 
mancy, pyromancy, aeromancy, hyciromancy, geomancy and chyromancy, and has nothing 
to say of healing_ 

57 	 Memorial der Tugend, foL 97_ 
58 	Koepf, Das Ulmer Rathaus, pp, 18-42, 

59 	 'Mein wort in hailigkait sein gezirtl Dz dir di wund nit schat noch schwirt_' 
60 	 ' Glaib war mcin wort caracter seinl So bUB ich dir das hayptwee dein ,' 
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NOTES 

61 For this gesture, see above fig , 2,2 ; and Zika, '"Magie"-"Zauberei"- "Hexerei"', pp, 373-4, 

fig . 47, 


62 Roettig, Reformation als Apokalypse, pp , 9-11, 96--105; Hofmann, Luther lind die Folgm, 

pp 142-3_ 


63 Grimm, 'Die deutschen uTcufelbiicher"', 523, 562, fig. 14,563, The 1563 edition has been 

published in Stambaugh, Twfelbiichcr in Altswahl, vol. 1, pp, 1-184, 


64 	The Zaubtr Tet<ffel was republished in the three editions of the Theat;'um Diabolorum, 
which were compiled and introduced with a preface by Sigmund Feyerabtnd, See Grimm, 
'Die deutschen "Teufelbiicher"', 529-32, For the devil books, also see Midelfort, Witch 
Hunting in Soutlnvme-m Gem lany, pp, 69-70; Roos, The Devil, 

65 	 Der Ritter vom Tum was composed for the education of Geoffroy de la Tour Landry's 

daughters , See Kaurzsch, Die Holzschnitte. For the attribution to Diirer or Diirer's involve

ment, see Strieder, Dum', pp , 93, 95-6; Knapp, p, xi, figs 110- 3 (including the 1493 

woodcut); Koerner, The M01nent ofSelf-poreraiture, pp, 350-52, fig , 166, 


CHAPTER 4 WILD RIDERS, POPULAR FOLKLORE AND 

MORAL DISORDER 


For Cranach and his work, see especially Schade, Cranach; Friedlander and Rosenberg, The 
Paintings ofLucas Cranach; Grimm, Erichsen and Brockhoff, Lucas Cranac/}, 

2 	The classic study is Klibansky, I'anofsky and Sax!, Satttrn and Melancholy, which Was repub

lished in 1990 in a revised and extended German translation, Saturn lind Melancholie, 

For the following analysis and further references, see Zika, Exorcising our Demons, pp_333-74, 


4 	 A detailed listing of the four works is given in an appendix to Klibansky, Pan ofsky and Sax!, 

Saturn und Melancholic, pp, 564-6, This complements and corrects the information found 

in Friedlander and Rosenberg, Die Gemiilde 'POll Lucas Cranach, p, 125 , Also see Heck, 

'Entre humanisme et reforme'; Giinter Bandmann, Melancholie und Musik, pp, 63-98; 

Koepplin and Falk, r.tkas Cranach, voL 1, no. 171, fig, 133, 


5 	 From the large literature on Diirer's engraving, see especially the exhaustive study, Schuster, 
Melencolia 1. 

6 	 The painting is on loan from a private collection to the National Gallery ofScotland, Edin

burgh, A copy of this work in the Museum of Fine Arts, Columbus, Ohio, has been attrib

uted to Cranach, but is now widely accepted as a later sixteenth-century copy by an unknown 

artist, See Paris, The Fredmck W, Schuhmacher Collection, pp, 195-6, 


7 	 For similar figures, see Filedt Kole, The Ma,Ter of The Amsterdam Cabi1let, pp_ 222-4; 
Klibansky, Panofsky and Saxl, Saturn und Melancholie, figs 30,42, 


8 Roper, Oedipw and the D"'il, pp, 108-10, 117-19, 

9 Moxey, Peasants, Warriors and Wives, pp , 82-7, 


10 	 For Cranach's images of the hum and further references, see Zika, Exorcising our Demons, 

pp . 339-40, For the hunt as erotic metaphor, see Cummins, The Hound a1ld the Hawk, pp, 

81-3, 


11 	 Cranach's son, Hans, may have collaborated on this work, See especially Heck, 'Entre 
humanisme et reforme'; Koepplin and Falk, Lukas Cranach, voL 1, pp, 292- 3, no, 172; 
Klibansky, Panofsky and Sax!, Satl,"1und Melancholie, pp , 565-6_ 

12 	 The sleeping dog refers to melancholy as the source of the vice of sloth (acedia) , See 

Koepplin and Falk, Lukas Cranach, vol. 1, p, 292; Koepplin, Cranachs Ehebildnis, pp, 

226-8, 


13 	 Partridges also feature in a number ofCranach's paintings of the Reclining Water Nymph, a 
member of Diana's hunting party. See Friedlander and Rosenberg, Die Gemalde 'Por, Lucas 
Cra"ach, nos, 402-4; Koepplin and Falk, Lukas Cranach, voL 2, pp, 631-41. 

14 For the association ofhorses' heads and skulls \vith the dead and their use in various magical 

practices, see HDA, voL 6, coL 1664-70, 


15 Friedlander and Rosenberg, Di~ GemiiLd~ 170n Lucas Cranach, no _276; Klibansky, Panofsky 

and Sax!, Saturn und Melancholie, p. 534, 


16 	 Koepplin and Falk, Lukas Cranach, vol. 1, p, 293, 

17 	See Klibansky, Panofsky and Sax!, Sacftrn und M~lan,holie, p, 535 , fig , 134; Heck, 'Entre 
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